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Article Preview:

It might seem a long way from Mark Twain's Jim, the runaway slave scratching 'Here a captive heart busted' on the walls of his cabin, to, say, Dickens making a small fortune out of the death of Little Nell, but for Howard Fulweiler it is the shortest of sentimental journeys. As he concludes, 'we have seen . . . that not only Jim's heart has been captive, but the hearts of Western humanity as a whole.' Fulweiler's subject is the 'flimsy cabin of false sentiment' - a cabin which, he argues, has housed not only such well-known sentimentalists as Dickens and the later Tennyson but also such modernists and quasi-modernists as Hopkins, Hardy, Lawrence, and Eliot. With the onset of modernism, sentimentality - defined as 'the inauthentic manipulation of emotion' - does not disappear but simply shifts from the domestic to the sexual. The high promise of this unfashionable thesis is particularly evident as it enables Fulweiler to read Hopkins as a Victorian; despite his renunciation of 'family, hearth, [and] home' Hopkins,
we learn, still produces a poetry which, in both its nationalism and preoccupation with Mary, is very much part of the mainstream of 'inauthentic' Victorian tears. The cabin of sentimentality is, it seems,...
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